Appendix B
Detailed design drawings
BEGA VALLEY SHIRE COUNCIL

HW4 - SNOWY MOUNTAINS HIGHWAY

APPROACHES TO WIDENING OF BRIDGE OVER BEMBOKA RIVER

MORANS CROSSING

FROM 26.6km TO 27.7km WEST OF PRINCES HIGHWAY

VOLUME 1 - ROAD

DETAIL DESIGN
LEGEND

- Sheet Area at 1:2000
- Sheet Area at 1:1000
- Sheet Area at 1:500

# Denotes drawings from the group code RA
§ Denotes drawings from the group code RD,
U1, SM, PV and NF
- Denotes drawings from the group code SO

NOTES
1. Only plan sheet areas are shown on the key plan.

Aerimage aerial photography under license to RMS by Sinclair Knight Merz. Image dated February 2010.

Roads and Maritime Services

HWH - SNOWY MOUNTAINS HIGHWAY
APPROACHES TO WIDENING OF BRIDGE OVER BEMBOKA RIVER
AT MORGANS CROSSING
FROM 26.6m TO 27.7m WEST OF PRINCES HIGHWAY
KEY PLAN
LEGEND
- P1 Reconstruction
- P2 Reconstruction & Drainage Blanket
- P3 Overlay
- P4 Accesses
- Select material zone
- Verge material
- Embankment material
- Concrete extruded
- No fine concrete
- Existing pavement

NOTES
1. Verge to be sealed with 10mm primer seal when adjacent to safety barrier.
2. Guide posts shall be placed behind type SO gutter in cutting. Elsewhere at 3.0m from edge line.

TYPICAL SECTION
26900.000 TO 26989.002

TYPICAL SECTION
26640.000 TO 26647.583
TYPICAL SECTION
27241.780 TO 27545.000

NOTES
1. Verge to be sealed with 10mm primer seal when adjacent to safety barrier.
2. Guide posts shall be placed behind type SO gutter in cutting, elsewhere at 5.0m from edge line.

TYPICAL SECTION
27044.529 TO 27144.026
NOTES
1. Verge to be sealed with 10mm primer seal when adjacent to safety barrier.
2. Guide posts shall be placed behind type SG gutter in cutting. Elsewhere at 3.5m from edge line.